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THE PAINTERLY SPACE IS THE LINCHPIN OF MALENE LANDGREEN’S MAJOR SOLO 
PRESENTATION AT GL STRAND, IN WHICH SHE EXPLORES HOW THE EXPANDED PAINTING 
CAN CHANGE THE ARCHITECTURAL SPACE AND CREATE BOTH VOLUMINOUS AND POETIC 
ADVENTURES. THE PUBLIC IS INVITED TO SENSE AND EXPERIENCE THE SITE-SPECIFIC 
WORKS, WHICH ENTER INTO CLOSE DIALOGUE WITH THE OBSERVER AND THE CLASSICAL 
ARCHITECTURE.

Malene landgreen, SiMple purity, 2016.
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In the spring of 2017, artist Malene Landgreen will be presenting a comprehensive solo exhibition 
at GL STRAND. In the exhibition, Landgreen works with many different expressions and formats 
of the painted work, which has always been her preferred medium. Right from the start of her 
career, she has explored the fundamental painterly parameters of scale, form, colour, line and space. 
How does the tension between scale, form and colour impact our perception of the space in which 
we find ourselves? 

THE EXHIBITION AT GL STRAND 
In the exhibition, the paintings burst their own boundaries and spread out onto the walls, ceilings 
and panels, and onwards into new media, notably transparent fabrics. The exhibition occupies 
two floors at GL STRAND. On the first floor are installation setups, while on the second floor 
Landgreen challenges the spatial possibilities of traditional canvas painting. Through this, she 
enters into dialogue with GL STRAND’s classical architecture and experiments with new forms of 
work hanging and presentation. 

Landgreen’s total installations of painterly art radically challenge the space of art and the body. By 
transforming the space into a three-dimensional canvas, she challenges its function as a framework 
for art. A hallmark of Landgreen’s work with colours and their mutual interaction is the exploration 
of the physical nature of colour. In her extensive works, colour is markedly present in the room and 
influences us through its powerful presence. 

ABOUT THE ARTIST 
Malene Landgreen (b. 1962) is a highly acclaimed artist of her generation. Her art historical 
background has been formed by concrete painting, and over the years the so-called extended 
painting has become a leitmotif in her work. Through the fundamental substances of painting, she 
works with the potential of space, light and colour. Landgreen trained at the Royal Danish Academy 
of Fine Arts in Copenhagen and the Academy of Fine Arts in Budapest, and now lives and works in 
Berlin and Copenhagen. Using simple means and a striking colour palette, Malene Landgreen has 
moved far beyond the traditional framework of painting, and with her large-scale decorative works, 
she has placed her artistic stamp on, for example, Aalborg Airport (2001), Novo Nordisk (2002), 
Frederiksberg Gymnasium (2004), the DR broadcasting centre (2006-08), the New Post Terminal in 
Oslo (2009), Aarhus University, the iNANO Faculty (2013) and the Psychiatric Hospital in Slagelse 
(2015). 

Malene Landgreen has also exhibited at a large number of Danish and foreign exhibition venues, 
such as Kunsthal Charlottenborg, with the exhibition COLOR STATE (2009), Staatlische Kunsthalle 
in Baden-Baden with Auf Zeit (2013) and ARoS, with the exhibition Formen – Farven – Fladen 
(Form - Colour - Surface) (2015). She recently presented the exhibition IDEALER. Konkret 
kunst dengang og nu (IDEALS: Concrete art – then and now) at Fuglsang Kunstmuseum. Malene 
Landgreen was awarded the Lifelong Artist’s Grant by the Danish Arts Foundation in 2010. 
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For INFORMATION, IMAGES AND ARRANGEMENTS REGARDING INTERVIEWS, please contact 
Head of Communication and Development Pernille Wahlgren:  33 36 02 61 / pw@glstrand.dk 
or Communication Assistant Lotte Gellert: 33 36 02 64 / pr@glstrand.dk 
 
Find press photos, press releases and exhibition programs in our online press room.  
Login: presse 
Password: glstrand1

You are invited to the PRESS CONFERENCE on friday 24. March 2017 at 11 am with participation of curator 
Anne Kielgast.

You are also invited to the OPENING RECEPTION on friday 24. March 2017 kl. 17.00-19.00. 


